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About This Game

Become the Avatar of the Saints Row Community with the Reverse Cosplay Pack. Chosen from the best of our fans' entries to
our Reverse Cosplay contest, two outfits were handpicked and turned into in-game outfits! Wear the Genki Space Pimp outfit to

end Zin filibusters in style, or don the Freckle Bitch's outfit to deliver justice the Saints way.
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Title: Saints Row IV - Reverse Cosplay Pack
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Deep Silver Volition
Publisher:
Deep Silver
Release Date: 5 Feb, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista (x86 or x64)

Processor: Intel Core 2 Quad Q6600 | AMD Athlon II x3

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 260 | AMD Radeon HD 5800 series

DirectX: Version 10

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Russian,Japanese
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saints row 4 reverse cosplay pack. saints row iv - reverse cosplay pack

got this with a coupon the other day. i dont really get the positive review lol
its a platformer, no story or a challenge. I really like cats, but i didnt really like this game xD
and idk why this game is "spooky cats" cuz they arent even spooky.
. I quite like the graphics, the simple pixel art looks nice and comes together impressively well, I would recommend this on a
mobile phone or maybe if this game knew what a keyboard was, beyond moving the camera (the only task in the game actually
easier with a mouse) the keyboard does nothing, movement is double tapping places with your mouse, which is a game that's
80% moving through long distances, is not very nice. The combat is not a redeeming feature, it would be sort of fun on mobile
where you can tap the shield and sword icon but clicking them is not good.

Id recommends this on the phones, but not pc unless they add keyboard support.. Just like the real election; broken.

You cant even open the game I really wanted to become a president.. This game has one of the best multiplayer experiences I
have seen.

Unfortunately, that multiplayer experience is all but dead. The Master Server was shut down some time ago with little hope of it
returning. The Single Player campaign is still one of the best I have ever played. Complete waste of money if you pay for it and
time if you get it for free. The UI is garbage and constantly glitching out of place. The sensitivity setting is completely broken
for gamepads, even on 1 you move the stick a mm and you spin 180 degrees. The graphics and sound are extremely bad and out
dated (I don't care if it's early access it's crap). Literally anything would be more enjoyable than this game.
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great offline game... had this game back in the day for xbox 360 played it the most out of all my games... its a true shame the
online servers dont work and no one is online.... Really fun game, An amazing world, Brings back good memories from my
childhood, Well worth my money. Support for linux is broken and the developer does not bother to fix it. If you are linux user
maybe should try to avoid this.. geat game reminds me of retro city rampage in vr mixed with duck hunt you add some power
ups and some global and friend leaderboards your golden. Enjoyable "old fashioned" hex based game. No problems seen in 5
hours play.. This Is A Really Good Game
My Review On Youtube: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=LHcG7UTdIHU
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